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Grade 2 Technology (Master)

Essential Questions Content Skills
Fall NET Standard I

 In what ways does technology make life
easier?

How do the basic operations help me use
technology more efficiently?

NET Standard II
 How can I be responsible in using
technology?

NET Standard III
 How can I use technology as a tool to
show what I've learned?
 -How can I use technology to improve
learning?

A.    Basic Operations

B.    Keyboarding

C.    Word Processing

A.    Demonstrate login & log out of the computer
A.    Identify parts of the computer
         -Desktop
         -Dock
         -Menu Bar
         -Finder
         -Toolbar
         -Window
         -Mouse
         -Monitor/Screen
         -Headphones
         -Printers
         -Keyboard
         -Disk Drive
A.    Use column, list, and icon view in windows.

B.    Use the shift key, space bar, delete key, return key, and
tab key
B.    Use the keyboard
         -Letter keys
         -Number keys
         -Symbol keys
         -Special Function keys

C.    Demonstrate Highlighting Text
C.    Change font, size, color, and style of text

NET Standard III
 How can I use technology as a tool to
show what I've learned?

-How can I use technology to improve
learning?

A.    Painting and Drawing A.    Choose the appropriate Draw Tool
         -Pencil Tool
         -Eraser
         -Paint Bucket
         -Text Tool
         -Move to Tool
         -Stamp Tool
         -Sticker Tool 
A.    Draw an original picture with text

NET Standard I
 How do the basic operations help me use
technology more efficiently?

NET Standard II
 How can I be responsible in using
technology?

Describe personal consequences when
technology is used inappropriately?

NET Standard V

A.    Internet Use

B.    Graphics

A.    Navigate the Web
         -Address Bar
         -Scroll Bar
         -Back & Forward Buttons
         -Links
         -Home
         -Search for Images
             -NOT thumbnails
             -find largest images possible
         -Internet Safety

B.   Demonstrate bringing a graphic into a word processing
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 How can I be responsible in using
technology?

Describe personal consequences when
technology is used inappropriately?

NET Standard V
 How can technology help me find
information and use it in projects?

B.    Graphics

C.    Multitasking

         -Home
         -Search for Images
             -NOT thumbnails
             -find largest images possible
         -Internet Safety

B.   Demonstrate bringing a graphic into a word processing
document from the Internet

C.   Open and switch between multiple applications
C.   Use the Dock to switch between two applications
C.   Minimize a window
C.   Resize the window so that you may view two windows
at the same time 

Winter NET Standard III
 How can I use technology as a tool to
show what I've learned?

NET Standard IV
 How can I use technology to communicate
with others?

A.    Presentation A.    Create a slide show to present information
         -Insert Slides
         -Choose Slide Transitions
         -Choose Sounds

A.  Use a strong projection voice to read slides
A.   Demonstrate being a good audience member

NET Standard III
 How can I use technology as a tool to
show what I've learned?

How can I use technology to improve
learning?

NET Standard V
 How can technology help me find
information and apply it to projects?

NET Standard VI
 -In what ways can technology skills help
me in everyday life?

A.    Webbing/Outlining A.    Create a story web
A.    Show main topic
A.    Add branches to show subtopics

NET Standard I
 In what ways does technology make life
easier?

How do the basic operations help me use
technology more efficiently?

NET Standard II
 How can I be responsible in using
technology?

NET Standard III
 How can I use technology as a tool to
show what I've learned?

A.    Publishing A.    Produce an edited document with images and text
A.    Insert Internet images
A.    Arrange & manipulate text boxes and images
A.    Introduce spell check to edit document spelling
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NET Standard II
 How can I be responsible in using
technology?

NET Standard III
 How can I use technology as a tool to
show what I've learned?

How can I use technology to improve
learning?

NET Standard V
 How can technology help me find
information and apply it to projects?

Spring NET Standard I
 In what ways does technology make life
easier?

How do the basic operations help me use
technology more efficiently?

A.    Word Processing A.    Introduce cut, copy, and paste
A.    Introduce single and double space
A.    Type text allowing text to wrap
A.    Apply centering text in a document

NET Standard I
 In what ways does technology make life
easier?

How do the basic operations help me use
technology more efficiently?

A.    Basic Operation A.    Demonstrate saving a document

A.    Demonstrate saving to a specific location

A.    Demonstrate printing a document

NET Standard I
 In what ways does technology make life
easier?

How do the basic operations help me use
technology more efficiently?

A.    Drawing and Painting

B. Basic Operations

A.   Choose the appropriate Draw Tool
         -Pencil Tool
         -Eraser
         -Paint Bucket
         -Text Tool
         -Move to Tool
         -Stamp Tool
         -Sticker Tool 
A.   Produce an original picture with text

B.   Demonstrate proper use & handling of CD ROMs
B.   Open and close CD case
B.    Hold the CD correctly
B.   Insert CD into computer
B.   Launch application from CD
B.   Eject CD


